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Abstract

When characterising local geometry for unsteady water waves, the accurate

determination of spatial quantities such as the wavenumber from measured time

traces is non-trivial. The present study investigates different methods in order

to highlight the discrepancies that arise when estimating the wavenumber from

fully nonlinear numerical time traces of the free surface profile. To this extent,

the open research topic relating to the accuracy of the Hilbert transform in

analysing broad-banded signals is addressed. The accuracy of local wavenumber

estimates from the Hilbert transform are shown to have a strong dependency

on the bandwidth of the underlying spectrum. For broad-banded sea-states

there is a significant departure of the Hilbert transform predictions from actual

wavenumber values.

In contrast, the Double Fourier numerical model of Baldock and Swan (1994)

[1] is shown to obtain accurate estimates of local wave geometry from just a sin-

gle measured time trace, regardless of spectral characteristics; it is thus the rec-

ommended method. In addition, an empirical correction factor is proposed that

can be applied to the linear dispersion equation in order to obtain an improved

wavenumber estimate. The correction is tested for unidirectional deep water,

nonlinear random sea-states and shown to offer considerable improvements in

the local wavenumber estimates.
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1. Introduction

The demand for energy continues to increase globally, and as such, new off-

shore structures are being placed in deeper water with very hostile environments.

These structures include oil and gas platforms, offshore wind farms, high-voltage

direct current converter platforms, wave energy converters and floating vessels.5

This also comes at a time of climate changes and rise in sea levels. All of these

changes put significant pressure on design engineers, with the added difficulty

of the yet unresolved problem of understanding the process of wave breaking.

Wave breaking is an area of active research and probably one of the least

understood topics in wave mechanics due to its complex nature. This complex-10

ity is given by the different length scales of turbulent eddies forming and the

interaction between two fluid phases, among others. To understand the physics

that underlie the breaking process, the scientific community has used multiple

approaches. In the past decades, [2] notes that most progress was made in

understanding the geometry of breaking waves, its energy dissipation and the15

development of breaking onset criteria.

When assessing the geometric properties of steep nonlinear waves, a con-

siderable challenge is defining an appropriate wavenumber for computing the

local steepness. The most accurate experimental estimates can be obtained by

means of high-speed video imagery. Such facilities were employed in the work20

of [3, 4, 5] and [6], to name a few. These studies highlighted the challenge of

choosing the point in time at which the characteristic value is taken, especially

in the presence of the rapid wave breaking process. However, this approach is

not applicable to field measurements, which often only record a time-history at

a single location; the present study aims to investigate this exact case.25

Therefore, another method employed by several authors is the Hilbert trans-

form that can compute a characteristic wavenumber. In the 1980s the Hilbert
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transform was a very popular tool used to study long time-histories of the free

surface profile from laboratory and field data. [7] attempted to compute particle

motion from linear deep sea waves using the Hilbert transform, while [8] used it30

to confirm joint theoretical probability densities of wave amplitude and period.

[9] showed how to compute the local wavenumber using the Hilbert transform

with at least two adjacent measurement locations of the free surface elevation.

In the context of breaking waves, [10] employed the mathematical transform to

compute local properties and characterise breaking waves. Since then, several35

studies have employed this transform and there has been a recurring question

about the accuracy of the Hilbert transform in broad-banded processes. Ac-

cording to [11] the computation of an instantaneous quantity in broad-banded

signals using the Hilbert transform is a topic of active research.

The task of computing an accurate wavelength becomes even more chal-40

lenging when only single-point measurements of the free surface time-history

are available, which is the most common form of field data gathered from off-

shore platforms or wave buoys. In this situation the gap between the temporal

and spatial domains is often bridged by assuming linear or nonlinear regular

wave dispersion relations. However, real sea-states are characterised by multi-45

ple frequency components and nonlinear wave-wave interactions; therefore these

dispersion equations do not offer an accurate spatial description of realistic ir-

regular wave fields.

A possible failure of geometric descriptors to characterise limiting and in-

cipient breaking waves is due to the many definitions and calculation methods50

of local quantities. For example, in order to compute the actual local steepness

for limiting waves, accurate wave amplitudes and wavelengths are essential. As

such, the work presented here will compare several methods of obtaining a char-

acteristic wavelength for unsteady waves. Within this work, the applicability of

the Hilbert transform to broad-banded processes will be evaluated.55

As there is a scarce number of publications that have tested the perfor-

mance of the Hilbert transform in computing local quantities for waves based

on broad-banded realistic JONSWAP spectra, the present paper aims to address
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this issue. Section 2 continues by presenting background literature on applying

the Hilbert transform to surface gravity waves characterised by broad-banded60

spectra. Section 3 then details the methods applied within the present study

together with clarifications on the techniques employed. This section also in-

cludes details on the wave cases that were generated and analysed. Results of

the study are presented in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Background65

The Hilbert transform is used to separate the complex part of an analytic

signal H(x, t) (where x and t are the spatial and temporal coordinates, respec-

tively), and the real part of the signal is the measured time-history of the free

surface at a certain location η(x, t). If the analytic function is expressed as:

H(x, t) = η(x, t) + iη̂(x, t), (1)

then the imaginary part η̂(x, t) is obtained from the principal value of the con-

volution integral:

η̂(x, t) =
1

π

∫ ∞
−∞

η(t′)dt′

t′ − t
. (2)

The polar coordinates of the analytic signal can be obtained by means of Euler’s

formula and as such can be characterised by an amplitude a(x, t) and phase

φ(x, t), as shown in Equation (3).

H(x, t) = a(x, t)eiφ(x,t). (3)

The values of a and φ at any point in time and space (if multiple measurement

locations are available) can be obtained from Equations (4) and (5). As [12]

point out, the polar coordinate expression offers the best local fit in terms of an

amplitude and phase to the signal.

a(x, t) =
√
η2(x, t) + η̂2(x, t). (4)

φ(x, t) = tan−1
(
η̂(x, t)

η(x, t)

)
. (5)
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The unwrapped phase of the Hilbert transform is defined as φ(x, t) ∈ [−∞,∞].

The derivative of the phase function with respect to time is used to compute the

instantaneous frequency at any given point in time of the measured signal, as

given in Equation (6). Similarly, the wavenumber can be obtained using Equa-

tion (7) if at least two measurement locations are available. As discussed in [9],70

this method results in a continuous time series of wavenumber and frequency.

ω(x, t) =
∂φ(x, t)

∂t
. (6)

k(x, t) =
∂φ(x, t)

∂x
. (7)

The first decision to be made concerns how to apply the Hilbert transform

to compute the instantaneous wavenumber. This comes from the fact that the

Hilbert transform can be applied to both the time signal η(t) as well as to the

spatial signal η(x), if it is available. [9] used only two measurement locations,75

denoted x1 and x2, which were a certain distance apart, and applied the Hilbert

transform to the measured time signals from the two gauges. As such, when

applying Equation (7), only two points were used to compute a characteristic

wavenumber value (see Approach C in Section 3.3).

[13] consider that the appropriate method to compute the wavenumber from80

the Hilbert transform is to apply the transform in the spatial domain. How-

ever, if considerable spatial information is available the wavenumbers can be

calculated from the wavelengths directly obtained from the free surface pro-

file without the need to apply the Hilbert transform. However, as the present

study aims to check the accuracy of applying the Hilbert transform to broad-85

banded signals, for completeness, the spatial Hilbert transform will be consid-

ered, nonetheless. For the purpose of this study, the notation Ht will be used

when the analytic function in Equation (1) is obtained from the application of

the Hilbert transform to the temporal signal η(t) and Hx for the application to

the spatial domain η(x).90

The instantaneous values in Equations (6) and (7) are part of the reason
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why the Hilbert transform is inaccurate for broad-banded processes. While a

local amplitude at each point in time is trivial to characterise, [14] highlight

that an instantaneous wave frequency in the context of a signal with multiple

components is less well understood. For a truly narrow-banded process, the95

instantaneous frequency from the Hilbert transform will coincide with the results

of a Fourier analysis. For a broad-banded spectrum, [15] point out that the

multiple Fourier components spanning the entire time trace need to be captured

by a single instantaneous frequency obtained by means of the Hilbert transform.

The equivalence between the two transforms becomes less obvious in this case.100

On the other hand, [16] highlight the fact that more information on the temporal

variability of the quantities are obtained from the Hilbert transform than from

a Fourier study.

The ambiguity in defining this quantity is evident and as [15] state, the

notion is also controversial due to the fact that a full oscillation of the func-105

tion is needed to be able to define this local value. An average or best fit

value argument can be used, but [15] explain that a narrow band assumption

is employed in order to circumvent the lack of a clear definition for the in-

stantaneous frequency. Evidently, in a realistic sea-state where each frequency

component present can also be characterised by a wavenumber, the definition110

of an instantaneous wavenumber computed in Equation (7) is also ambiguous

and problematic.

There are some well known results, such as the Rayleigh distribution of wave

amplitudes, that require the assumption of narrow-banded processes. [17] em-

ployed the Hilbert transform in his work to derive a narrow-band representation115

for unidirectional deep water nonlinear waves. However, [18] concluded that in

unidirectional sea-states, wave focusing causes rapid shifts of energy to the high

frequency range, which results in a broadening of the spectrum. These large

wave events are not predicted well by the Rayleigh distribution or indeed most

of the well known analytical and theoretical distributions. As realistic waves120

are broad-banded, the question is how accurately does the Hilbert transform

estimate the wavenumber in this case.
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This recurring idea of the accuracy of the Hilbert transform in the context of

broad-banded signals is also present in [19], who again states that the classical

Hilbert analysis is most suitable for narrow-banded signals. Instead, he suggests125

using the intrinsic mode function (IMF) decomposition method included in the

improved Hilbert-Huang transform described in studies such as [12], [20], [14]

and [21]. However, the present study will only focus on assessing the perfor-

mance of the Hilbert transform in broad-banded sea-states.

3. Methodology130

Focused wave events based on the frequency focusing technique are employed

in the present study. The NewWave formulation of [22], [23] and [24] will be

used to compute the wave amplitude spectrum that is directly proportional

to the JONSWAP energy spectrum. This decision stems from the engineering

significance of focused waves, as they represent the most probable shape of large135

events found in the ocean [25]. The representative crest elevation and associated

periods and wavenumbers will be determined from the full space-time profile of

the NewWave event.

The aim of this work is twofold. First, to test the performance of the Hilbert

transform in computing a characteristic wavenumber for a given wave based140

on varying spectral bandwidths. Second, to assess the performance of various

methods in computing the wavenumber from a single measured time trace of

the free surface elevation.

Hence, to characterise and study the behaviour of the Hilbert transform with

changing spectral bandwidth, the local wavenumber that best emphasises the145

effects of bandwidth needs to first be determined. To this end, linear random

wave theory (LRWT) simulations were used to generate highly discretised spa-

tial profiles of focused crest events. LRWT involves the linear suprpostition of

many frequency components, each with a corresponding amplitude and phase.

The NewWave spectrum with peak period Tp = 12 s provides the amplitude for150

each frequency and to achieve focused crests, the phases were all set to 0. Var-
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Figure 1: Spatial free surface profiles from LRWT simulations, normalised by the input am-

plitude sum A and peak wavenumber kp. The curves from dark to light grey correspond

to γ = 1, 2, 5, 10, 19 and thus a decreasing spectral bandwidth; � denotes the trough and

• denotes the left zero down-crossing.

ious peak enhancement factors ranging from 1 to 19 were used. The range

between 1 6 γ 6 2 was finely discretised in order to capture the rapid changes.

The symmetric profile about the focused crest event (xkp = 0) for a variety

of γ values is illustrated in Figure 1. These were then used to determine both155

zero-crossing and trough-to-trough wavelengths from which the wavenumbers

were calculated. It can be seen that the effect of increased spectral bandwidth

generates a shallower trough that moves closer to the focused crest (at xkp = 0),

while moving the left zero down-crossing further away from the focused crest.

The relationship between the wavenumber and bandwidth is illustrated in160

Figure 2. This figure illustrates that the trough-to-trough wavenumber is sensi-

tive to the spectral bandwidth, whereas the zero down-crossing (or up-crossing

as LRWT focused waves are horizontally symmetric) wavenumber is approxi-

mately constant for all peak enhancement factors. The percentage difference

between the values for γ = 1 and γ = 19 is 25% for the trough-to-trough165

wavenumber and only 1.6% for the zero down-crossing wavenumber. As these

results are based on linear simulations, it demonstrates that this effect is based
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Figure 2: Dependence on spectral bandwidth for © zero down-crossing and

� trough-to-trough wavenumber.

on spectral bandwidth and independent of steepness.

Acknolwedging the above, it can be concluded that the trough-to-trough

wavenumber would best highlight the changes due to bandwidth effects for the170

present results and hence will be used to study the performance of the Hilbert

transform.

3.1. Wave cases

For the purpose of this study 93 distinct focused wave groups were numer-

ically generated using realistic JONSWAP ocean spectra propagating in deep175

water. The water surface elevation of the focused wave events in space and time

were generated using the fully nonlinear Multiple-flux Boundary Element Model

(BEM) developed by [26]. This numerical model has been rigorously validated

and its excellent performance proven in various studies, such as [27] and [28].

The first seven set of cases were characterised by a peak period of Tp = 12 s180

and a water depth of d = 150 m, setting the depth regime at kpd = 4.2, where

kp is the wavenumber corresponding to the peak frequency spectral component.

Seven different global steepness (Akp) values were studied by varying the input

amplitude sum A and 11 peak enhancement factors γ were chosen. Details are

given in Table 1.185
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Table 1: Characteristics of wave cases studied based on JONSWAP spectra.

Case Name γ Tp[s] A[m] d[m] Akp

A036d150 0.36 0.01

A089d150 0.89 0.025

A180d150 1.8 0.05

A270d150
1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9

11, 13, 15, 17, 19
12 2.7 150 0.075

A360d150 3.6 0.10

A430d150 4.3 0.12

A540d150 5.4 0.15

A300d080 10 3.0 80

A430d115 12 4.3 115

A580d155

1, 2.5, 5, 10

14 5.8 155

0.12

A760d200 16 7.6 200

To test the dependence on spectral peak period, a further set of cases were

generated. The depth regime was kept constant at kpd = 3.2 and global steep-

ness Akp = 0.12, but the fundamental period and γ was varied as shown in

Table 1.

The BEM model was set up as a numerical wave tank (NWT), where initial190

conditions at the generating end of the computational domain were calculated

using the second-order theory of [29]. The two-dimensional rectangular domain

had horizontal dimensions of −1250 m 6 x 6 1850 m and was discretised with

vertical and horizontal spacing of ∆x = ∆z = 2.5 m, which was shown to be

sufficient for convergence in the work of [30]. The time-marching was performed195

with a time step of ∆t ≈ 0.02 s. The phasing of the spectral wave components

is set so that the theoretical focus position is at x = 0 m and t = 0 s. For the

nonlinear cases, the tertiary wave-wave interactions between the components of

the JONSWAP spectrum shift the focal position downstream of the theoretical

position. Figure 3 shows the resulting time-histories of the focused events from200
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Figure 3: Temporal profiles of focused events for case A430d150 with increasingly lighter

shades of grey corresponding to γ = 1, 3, 7 and 13. For comparison, all focused events were

shifted to the linear focus time, t = 0 s.

BEM for the case A430d150, where focal events were shifted to t = 0 s to

facilitate comparison.

The BEM simulations output consists of the complete space-time free sur-

face profile of the focused wave group. All of the results obtained from the

approaches discussed in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 will be compared with the205

complete spatial information obtained from the BEM simulations. The correct

wavenumber benchmark is set as that obtained from the appropriate wavelength

of the BEM spatial profile at the focal time.

3.2. Wavenumber from dispersion equation

For a given focused crest event, the location of the troughs from the tem-210

poral profile η(t) at a single location was determined and the local period cal-

culated. Both the linear and fifth-order [31] dispersion equations were used to

calculate a single characteristic wavenumber value for that specific wave period.

This represents the simplest, quickest and most common method for calculating

wavenumbers from a single time-history of the surface elevation.215

3.3. Wavenumber from Hilbert transform

Various aspects of the entire space-time domain surface elevation profiles

from the BEM simulations will be employed as input to four approaches using

the Hilbert transform. The Hilbert transform applied in space at a constant
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time tf is termed Hx and when it is applied in time at a fixed spatial location220

xf it is termed Ht. For both applications, the window width is taken as the

entire duration of either space or time domain (the time domain is dictated

by the frequency spectra repeat time of 640 s). Changes in the time domain

window used in the application of the Hilbert transform showed no sensitivity

to the results. For the analytic functions Ht and Hx, the real part represents225

the input signal (<(Hx) = η(x, tf ), <(Ht) = η(xf , t)) and the imaginary part

represents the actual Hilbert transform results (=(Hx) = η̂(x, tf ), =(Ht) =

η̂(xf , t)). Panels (a) and (c) from Figure 4 show the focused wave event for a

typical nonlinear case A540d150 with γ = 3, at both the focal time (tf ) and

the focal point (xf ). These two panels include the real parts of both the Ht230

and Hx functions for validation. For example, <(Hx) was plotted against time

in Figure 4a by performing a spatial Hilbert transform for every single time

step and storing only the result at x = xf ; this represents the time signal at

the location of the large wave event η(xf , t). Panels (b) and (d) include the

imaginary parts for the same two analytic functions.235

The application of the Hilbert transform yields a continuous distribution

of the instantaneous wavenumber. Four different approaches using the Hilbert

transform are adopted in this paper to obtain wavenumbers. The first three

approaches directly apply the Hilbert transform, whereas the last one also relies

on a Fourier transform.240

Approach A - kt(t)

Typically, the Hilbert transform is applied to time signals. Hence, the

first approach assumes that only one time-history of the surface elevation

recorded at a single measurement location (xf ) is available (such as the

one shown in Figure 5a). Obtaining the analytic function Ht from a time

signal, <(Ht) represents the original signal, =(Ht) the Hilbert transform

and the frequency function ω(xf , t) can be obtained from Equation (6).

However, this involves numerical differentiation of an inverse tangent func-

tion. If the unwrapped value of the phase function is not employed, this
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approach results in discontinuities in the ω(xf , t) function. Instead, [13]

analytically differentiated Equation (5) to yield ω(xf , t) as:

ω(xf , t) =
1

<(Ht)2 + =(Ht)2(
<(Ht)

∂=(Ht)

∂t
−=(Ht)

∂<(Ht)

∂t

)
.

(8)

This is equivalent to Equation (6) and offers a continuous frequency func-

tion. The continuous wavenumber function is then calculated using the

linear dispersion equation. The continuous wavenumber function in time

obtained in this manner will be termed kt(t).245

With no reliance on the dispersion equation, spatial information is needed

in order to compute the spatial derivative in Equation (7). Given that a com-

plete spatial and temporal profile of the free surface η(x, t) is available from the

BEM simulations and that the best results possible from the Hilbert transform

are sought, methodologies that apply the Hilbert transform on several measure-250

ments locations are also tested.

Approach B - kx(x)

The second approach applies the Hilbert transform in the spatial domain

Hx. This approach gives the Hilbert transform the best chance to offer

accurate predictions and hence to test its behaviour in broad-banded sig-

nals. According to [13] this application of the Hilbert transform is the

least subjective method. This is only possible since full spatial informa-

tion is available from the BEM results. While in practice, the Hilbert

transform is mainly applied to time-histories, applications to spatial pro-

files when computing wavenumbers should offer better estimates. Hx was

computed for the entire spatial domain η(x, tf ) for a given point in time

tf (as shown in Figure 5c). With the use of Equation (7) a wavenum-

ber function with respect to space k(x) is obtained. Due to the periodic

nature of the wrapped phase function φ(x, tf ), numerical differentiation

with respect to space will result in negative wavenumbers. Once again this
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(a) Time-history of <(Ht(η(xf , t))) and <(Hx(η(xf , t))) at focus location

xf .

(b) Time-history of =(Hx(η(xf , t))) and =(Ht(η(xf , t))) at focus location

xf .

(c) Spatial profile of <(Hx(η(x, tf ))) and <(Ht(η(x, tf ))) at focus time tf .

(d) Spatial profile of =(Hx(η(x, tf ))) and =(Ht(η(x, tf ))) at focus time

tf .

Figure 4: The Hilbert transform of case A540d150 with γ=3 applied in time (panels (a) and

(b)) and in space (panels (c) and (d)). In panels (b) and (d) shows =(Ht) + =(Hx).
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can be prevented by employing the unwrapped phase function defined in

Section 2 or by adopting a similar approach used in deriving Equation (8)

where spatial derivatives of the continuous functions <(Hx) and =(Hx) are

calculated. The resulting wavenumber is termed kx(x) and is computed

as:

kx(x) =
1

<(Hx)2 + =(Hx)2(
<(Hx)

∂=(Hx)

∂x
−=(Hx)

∂<(Hx)

∂x

)
,

(9)

with an example result shown in Figure 5d.

Approach C - kM (t)

As discussed in the previous section, [9] computed a wavenumber func-255

tion in time from Equation (7) using two closely-spaced wave gauges.

This results in the wavenumber as a function of time that will be termed

kM (t). The work of [13] argued that computing the unwrapped phase of

the Hilbert transform shown in Equation (5) by applying the transform

to time signals and then computing the spatial derivatives, only provides260

an approximation to the instantaneous wavenumber. This claim was in-

vestigated further here.

The dashed lines in panels (b) and (d) of Figure 4 show the summation

of the imaginary parts of the two functions Ht and Hx, and establishes

that =(Ht) +=(Hx) ≈ 0. According to [13], this is valid when the wave is265

composed of a linear superposition of Airy waves. However, this was shown

to be true for all wave cases studied within the present paper regardless

of nonlinearity.

The resulting instantaneous phases in space φx and in time φt are com-

puted as shown in equations (10) and (11), using Equation (5).270

φx = tan−1
(
=(Hx)

<(Hx)

)
. (10)
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φt = tan−1
(
=(Ht)

<(Ht)

)
. (11)

Combining the two equations above and using the fact that =(Ht) ≈

−=(Hx) and the properties of the inverse tangent function, the result

obtained is:

φx = −φt. (12)

As such, when applying Equation (7) numerically via a central difference

scheme to compute the wavenumber, negative values are obtained if the

Hilbert transform is applied to the temporal domain. Therefore, the func-

tion kM (t) was computed as:

kM (t) = − (φt(xf + δx, t)− φt(xf − δx, t))
δx

. (13)

The value of δx employed was 5 m, which is twice that of the spatial dis-275

cretisation used in the BEM simulations, representing the two adjacent

computational nodes around the maximum crest elevation. The present

value of δx/λp =0.02 (where λp is the wavelength of the peak spectral com-

ponent) was ten times smaller than [9] used as their separation between

the wave gauges.280

Approach D - kFFT (t)

A separate approach that uses the time signal at a single location to ob-

tain an estimate of the wavenumber is based on the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT). The Fourier transform is applied to the measured time signal of

the focal event η(xf , t), yielding the corresponding frequencies and com-285

plex amplitudes. The linear dispersion equation is employed to obtain the

corresponding wavenumbers from the component frequencies. The com-

plex amplitudes are then multiplied by their corresponding wavenumbers

and an inverse FFT is used to convert back to a time domain representa-

tion. The new scaled time signal is termed ηk(xf , t). The ratio between290
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the envelope of the time signal ηk and the original signal η results in a

wavenumber function of time, which will be called kFFT (t).

An important note to make about the values obtained from kFFT (t) is

that the nonlinearity of the wave group significantly affects the resulting

wavenumber function. This can be explained by the fact that nonlinear295

interactions transfer energy to the high-frequency range of the spectrum.

The increased amplitudes in the high-frequency range then get ampli-

fied by multiplication with their corresponding large wavenumbers (short-

waves) when computing ηk(xf , t). This results in significant noise in the

kFFT (t) function and errors in the results. The results can be improved300

by applying a low-pass filter to the spectral content and eliminating the

energy in the very high frequency range. For this study, all energy content

past 12/Tp was filtered out from the scaled spectrum before the inverse

FFT was applied to obtain ηk(xf , t). This low pass frequency is sufficiently

small to obtain a smooth kFFT (t) and large enough to ensure most of the305

nonlinear energy transfers to the high frequencies are still present.

Having described the approaches adopted in the present study, example re-

sults from all three methodologies that result in a temporal function of the

wavenumber are illustrated in Figure 5b. The results presented correspond to

the wave event in Figure 5a. The results for the spatial function kx(x) are il-310

lustrated in Figure 5d, these being obtained from the spatial profile in Figure

5c.

After establishing the four approaches above (namely kt(t), kx(x), kM (t)

and kFFT (t)), a method to compare the predictions with actual wavenumber

values from the local geometry of the wave event is needed. Considering that315

all methods result in a continuous wavenumber function, a characteristic value

from these functions for each individual wave is sought. A first attempt is to

compare the value of the functions at the moment the largest crest elevation

arises (i.e. t =0 s and x =0 m). For example, as can be seen from Figure 5b,

kM (xf , 0) performs best compared to the reference values from the BEM wave320
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event geometry. However, for all four approaches, taking the value at the crest

location resulted in a considerable overestimation of the actual wavenumber.

The work of [32] and [33] employed the mean value of a wavenumber func-

tion between two consecutive zero up-crossings from a time signal to obtain a

characteristic wavelength. A similar approach was also employed here. Hence,325

the mean value of any given wavenumber function between the two adjacent

troughs (shown as black circles in figures 5a and 5c) was compared to the ref-

erence trough-to-trough wavenumber from local geometry. A similar approach

was adopted for the zero-crossing points. When the above defined mean value

is considered the characteristic wavenumber for a specific event it is denoted by330

an overbar (for example, for the function kt(t) the mean value is termed kt).

In order to compare the performance of all approaches, the absolute relative

error defined as:

εα = 100

∣∣∣∣αp − αBEMαBEM

∣∣∣∣ , (14)

was computed, where α indicates the parameter (i.e. wavenumber k) for which

the relative error is computed, αp represents the predicted value of the studied335

parameter from any approach adopted in the present paper (i.e. kFFT , kx etc.)

and αBEM is taken as the benchmark value from the BEM surface profiles.

Having shown in Figure 2 that the trough-to-trough wavenumber is highly

dependent on the spectral bandwidth, a comparison between the performance

of all four approaches in terms of εk for the trough-to-trough wavenumber es-340

timates is shown in Figure 6. The benchmark value (kBEM ) in panels (a),

(b) and (c) is the trough-to-trough wavenumber from the BEM simulations for

a linear (A036d150), weakly nonlinear (A360d150) and nonlinear (A540d150)

case, respectively. All four approaches demonstrate a clear dependence on the

spectral bandwidth, performing best for narrow-banded sea-states and worst345

for γ = 1. This is consistent with the assumption of narrow-banded processes

for the Hilbert transform. kFFT gives the largest discrepancies among all ap-

proaches even with low-pass filtering, with differences for γ = 1 as large as 28%,
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(a) Time-history of the surface elevation at xf , η(xf , t), shifted to the-

oretical focal time tf = 0 s.

(b) Approach A: kt(t), Approach C: kM (t) from [9]

and Approach D: kFFT (t).

(c) Spatial surface elevation at tf , η(x, tf ), shifted to theoretical focal

location xf = 0 m.

(d) Approach B: kx(x).

Figure 5: Results from trough-to-trough wavenumber calculations using the Hilbert transform

approaches A to D for case A540d150 with γ=2. In panels (a) and (c): © trough locations.

In panels (b) and (d): target BEM trough-to-trough and zero up-crossing

wavenumber.
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33% and 53% for the linear, weakly nonlinear and nonlinear cases respectively.

This demonstrates that kFFT performs better for linear sea-states, which, as350

noted earlier, is due to nonlinear energy transfers to high frequencies with cor-

respondingly large wavenumbers. The other approaches are largely insensitive

to the sea-state steepness.

Approach A (kt) that only relies on a single location time signal gives abso-

lute relative errors ranging from 20% for broad-banded spectra to less than 5%355

for γ = 19. Approach C (kM ) that utilises two measurement locations instead

of relying on the dispersion equation, only gives a small but not considerable

improvement over kt. Finally, the best performing method is Approach B (kx)

which uses all spatial information; however, even this has an error of approxi-

mately 12% for the broad-banded spectrum.360

Considering the overall results shown in Figure 6, only kx and kt will be

studied further. kx is kept as it offers the best performance from the Hilbert

transform (and is commonly applied in numerical computations). While in prac-

tice, applying the Hilbert transform in space to compute a single characteristic

wavenumbers value kx is not necessary (as the wavelength can be determined365

directly), there have been studies such as [34] that employ the kx(x) function

to evaluate the wave breaking criteria of [35]. For the purposes of this paper it

is instructive to compare kx with results obtained from a single measurement

location kt, as this is most commonly used in the field and experiments.

Both of the approaches carried over do not rely on subjective steps such as370

filtering or processing. Also, both of the selected approaches do not rely on

numerical differentiation of a phase function. This comes in the context of [12],

who state that in order to improve the instantaneous frequency calculation, the

Hilbert transform needs over-sampled data, which can be obtained by using

spline interpolation between available time steps. As both the frequency and375

wavenumber are calculated from a differentiation process, the increased number

of data points will aid in the calculation of the instantaneous values. Within

the present work, however, differentiation is only performed on the free surface

profiles and its resulting Hilbert transform, and considering the fine spatial and
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(a) Linear case A036d150

(b) Weakly nonlinear case A360d150

(c) Nonlinear case A540d150

Figure 6: Absolute relative error in trough-to-trough wavenumber, εk, with predic-

tions by Approach A: kt, Approach B: kx, Approach C: kM and

Approach D: kFFT for cases A036d150, A360d150 and A540d150.
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Figure 7: Root mean squared error of the free surface elevation η(xf , t) between BEM simu-

lations and predictions from the Double Fourier model for case A540d150 with γ = 2.

temporal discretisations (∆x/λp ∼ 0.01 and ∆t/Tp ∼ 0.002) used within the380

BEM simulations, no significant improvements are obtained with data interpo-

lation.

3.4. Wavenumber from Double Fourier

The Double Fourier (DF) model can predict the spatial profile of a wave using

only a measured time trace at a single location. A full description of the DF385

model can be found in [1] and only a summary is given herein. As the model’s

name implies, a double Fourier velocity potential that satisfies the governing

equations of the dynamic and kinematic free surface boundary conditions is

imposed. This velocity potential is described by a number M of frequency

components and N wavenumbers. Starting from a measured time-trace of the390

free surface, the numerical scheme iteratively minimises the weighted error to the

boundary conditions shown in Equation (15), to converge towards a combination

of wave frequencies, wavenumbers and amplitudes. In Equation (15), Edij is the

error in the dynamic free surface boundary condition, Ekij is the error in the

kinematic free surface boundary condition and Fj is a weighting function, which395

for the present work was kept the same as [1]. The minimisation is performed

over the number of points in space J and in time I. Furthermore, ω1 is the radial

frequency corresponding to the fundamental period T1. The frequency of the

wave components included in the simulation are the inverse of integer multiples

of the fundamental period T1. As noted by [1], this period is a parameter of400
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the model and needs to be large so as to capture the spatio-temporal changes

within transient wave groups.

ET =

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

[
(FjEdij

ω2
1

g
)2 + (Ekij

ω1

g
)2
]
. (15)

Being an iterative scheme, an initial guess needs to be provided. [1] employed

small amplitude wave theory to initiate a single wave component corresponding

to the dominant spectral component of the wave group. In the present work, the405

same initialisation scheme based on a linear superposition of wave components

as described in [36] is used.

As such, the model can take a section of the measured time signal of the

surface elevation containing the focal event η(xf , t) as an input and predict the

complete space-time profile. This characteristic of the model was exploited in410

the work of [37]. Kinematic predictions for extreme wave events by the DF

model were studied by [38]. [36] employed the model to evaluate the temporal

evolution of various geometric properties of steep and breaking wave events, all

from a single time-history of the free surface profile.

The DF model was applied to the largest events within each wave group from415

the BEM simulations. The fundamental period T1 varied slightly depending on

the simulation, such that it covered the main focal event and two adjacent

waves on each side in the time domain. Typically, the value of T1 was set to

80 s. The extent over which the spatial predictions are accurate depends on

the fundamental period used within the model; further details can be found [1].420

The number of components included in the solution was M=N=100, based on

a convergence study as shown in Figure 7 for the steep case of A540d150 with

γ = 2. The root mean squared error illustrated in Figure 7 is calculated between

the correct fully-nonlinear BEM time-history ηBEM (t) and the prediction from

the DF model ηDF (t), over the extent of the fundamental period of the DF425

solution (T1), as in [37].

Typical results from the Double Fourier model for casesA300d080, A430d115,

A580d155 and A760d200 with γ = 1 are illustrated in Figure 8, showing excel-
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lent agreement with the BEM simulations. It is important to note that for all

four cases shown in Figure 8 the only information offered as an input to the DF430

model is η(t) at x = 0 m. For a typical case studied here where the fundamen-

tal period was set to T1=80 s and a number of M=N=100 components were

employed, a converged solution was obtained in 7 hours using OpenMP on an

8-core machine (base clock frequency 2.40 GHz).

4. Results and Discussion435

4.1. Focused wave events

The wavenumber estimations from Approaches A
(
kt
)

and B
(
kx
)

(selected

in Section 3.3), the DF model as well as the linear and fifth-order dispersion

equation predictions were compared to exact values from the BEM simulations.

Figure 9a compares the relationship between trough-to-trough wavenumber and440

spectral bandwidth for the case A430d150. It is clear that the DF model per-

forms best, offering near perfect agreement with the BEM simulations, despite

only using a single time trace. In addition, the DF model is accurate regard-

less of the spectral bandwidth. The DF model even performs better than the

Hilbert transform methods in narrow-banded spectra, which are well suited to445

Approaches A and B.

Equally Figure 9a clearly illustrates the considerable difference between the

wavenumbers calculated by both dispersion relationships and the BEM simula-

tions. For very narrow-banded spectra (γ = 19), the wave group behaves almost

like a set of regular waves and the difference between the predictions from both450

dispersion relationships are small with a root mean squared error of 3%. As the

energy in the spectra gets distributed over a large spectral bandwidth, the differ-

ences between the predictions increase considerably, varying from 25% to 28%.

This is expected, as the dispersion equation is developed for a monochromatic

wave characterised by a Delta function spectrum and is thus more applicable455

to narrow-banded waves than broad-banded sea-states. Only very slight im-

provements are seen when applying the fifth-order dispersion equation. This is
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(a) A300d080 (b) A430d115

(c) A580d155 (d) A760d200

Figure 8: Fit to the measured time trace and spatial predictions from ◦ DF model for γ = 1

cases. For comparison, the actual surface elevation profiles from the BEM are included.
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not surprising as nonlinearity is not the main reason for the inaccuracy of the

dispersion equations, but rather the existence of multiple frequency components

leading to an irregular wave field.460

Figure 9a also demonstrates that both Hilbert transform methods (kx and

kt) diverge from the actual wavenumber values with increasing bandwidth (de-

creasing γ). This emphasises that the Hilbert transform should only be applied

to narrow-banded spectra and not to realistic sea-states.

The importance of correct wavenumber estimation is highlighted when the465

local steepness of the waves is considered. Figure 9b concerns the nonlinear case

A540d150 and compares estimates of the local steepness ηck, where ηc is the crest

elevation of the focal event that is readily available from measured time-histories.

In these cases ηc was determined directly from the BEM simulations, therefore

the differences between the methods shown in Figure 9b come solely from the470

estimate of the wavenumber. If the linear or fifth-order dispersion equations

are used to estimate the wavenumber, large overestimates of the local steepness

are obtained that grow as the spectral bandwidth increases. Therefore, if these

methods are used to derive geometric breaking thresholds from time-histories,

these will be overestimates and the authors recommend the use of the DF model475

instead. Studies such as [3] have tried to establish these geometric breaking

criteria and [39] give a very good overview of the difficulties encountered with

geometric breaking thresholds.

For values of γ between 1 and 5, the estimates from kx underestimate the lo-

cal wavenumber and are considerably worse than the narrow-banded sea-states.480

On the other hand, the application of the Hilbert transform in time (kt) tends to

overestimate the local steepness. Given that the methodology applied for kx and

kt is consistent regardless of bandwidth, the deviation from the actual values

seen for γ 6 5 can be explained by the inability of the mathematical transform

to capture all the necessary details. This comes from the fact that the Hilbert485

transform predicts an instantaneous frequency which attempts to describe a sig-

nal composed of multiple frequencies. In contrast, the DF model incorporates

multiple frequency components and fully nonlinear boundary conditions and can
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(a) Wavenumber estimates for A430d150

(b) Local steepness for A540d150

Figure 9: (a) Trough-to-trough wavenumber estimates for case A430d150 and (b) local steep-

ness estimates for case A540d150 from BEM, © DF model , ∗ linear dispersion,

O fifth- order dispersion, × Approach A: kt, � Approach B: kx.
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therefore accurately predict the wavenumber and local steepness. Irrespective

of wave steepness and bandwidth, the model offers consistent performance and490

estimates the wavenumber to an accuracy within 2%.

It is important to note that for all nonlinear cases, as the spectral bandwidth

increases (γ > 10), the local steepness of the focused wave tends towards the

global steepness of the spectrum (Akp = 0.15 for case A540d150 shown in Figure

9b). This behaviour is expected, as the increase in the peak enhancement factor495

groups the energy near the peak frequency. Therefore, the behaviour of the

wave group tends towards regular waves and as such the local steepness of the

focused wave tends towards the global steepness of the spectrum. However, the

local steepness is still larger than the global steepness because of the nonlinear

interactions that occur within the wave spectrum, which increase the elevation500

of the focal event above the linear amplitude sum (A) and distribute energy

towards the high-frequencies [18].

Considering Figure 9 it can be shown that the linear dispersion relationship

gives the largest discrepancy among all approaches with a maximum difference of

28%. The fifth-order dispersion equation shows a similar dependency on spectral505

bandwidth and only performs slightly better than its linear counterpart. The

discrepancy obtained by using the linear dispersion equation was also mentioned

by [13], who found a 32% difference compared to actual values. Previous studies

such as [40] also noted large discrepancies of around 27.5% between the actual

zero-crossing wavelength and estimated wavelength via dispersion equations for510

large transient broad-banded wave events.

The wave cases with identical global steepness (Akp = 0.12) and depth

regime (kpd = 3.2) but with different peak periods Tp (as presented in Table 1)

were used to analyse the dependence of present results on spectral peak period.

It was observed that for a fixed spectral bandwidth there was less than 2%515

difference between cases with different spectral peak period. There is therefore

only a weak dependence on the wavenumber estimates with spectral peak period.

It has already been discussed that although kx typically gives the best results

from the application of the Hilbert transform, it would not be typically employed
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(a) Zero down-crossing wavenumber for

A360d150

(b) Zero down-crossing wavenumber for

A430d150

(c) Zero up-crossing wavenumber for

A360d150

(d) Zero up-crossing wavenumber for

A430d150

Figure 10: Absolute relative error in zero-crossing wavenumber, εkuc or εkdc
, predictions by

linear dispersion, fifth-order dispersion, Approach A: kt and

DF model.
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in practice. If a complete spatial profile of the wave field is available, it enables520

direct estimates of the wavenumber. From this point onward, the focus will be

on methodologies readily applicable in practice.

To show that the dependence on spectral bandwidth for the results based

on the Hilbert transform are not limited to the trough-to-trough values, the

performance of the methods that estimate local wavenumbers from single time-525

histories are compared for the zero-crossing values in Figure 10; the wavenum-

bers are labelled as kuc and kdc for the zero up- and down-crossings respectively.

Consistent with [32] and [33] the mean of the wavenumber functions was calcu-

lated between the two successive zero up- or down-crossings that separates the

main focal events.530

Similar to the results presented in Figure 6 for the trough-to-trough wavenum-

ber, a strong dependency on the spectral bandwidth of the Hilbert transform

results is evident in Figure 10. It is important to note the convention used

to calculate zero-crossing wavenumbers from a temporal zero-crossing analysis.

Within the present work, the calculations took into account the reverse hori-535

zontal asymmetry of the two wave profiles in space and time. This is illustrated

in panels (a) and (c) of Figure 5, which shows that the trough preceeding the

focused crest in the time domain (t ≈ −5 s) is deeper than the following trough

(t ≈ 5 s); this is reversed in the spatial domain, for which the preceeding trough

(x ≈ −110 m) is shallower than the following trough (x ≈ 90 m). As such, the540

down-crossing period of the focused wave event in the time domain is used in

the dispersion equations to compute the characteristic up-crossing wavenumbers.

Similarly, for kt, the mean value that represents the down-crossing wavenumber

was computed over the time-history between the two zero up-crossings of the

signal.545

In this respect, the DF model offers a straightforward and direct estimate as

a complete spatial profile is obtained. It can be seen in all panels of Figure 10

that the DF model offers the best performance when estimating zero-crossing

wavenumbers regardless of spectral bandwidth. These results coupled with the

ones presented in Figure 9 establish that the DF model is the best way to obtain550
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accurate geometrical features of large wave events from measured time-histories

of the water surface elevation. Considering the high accuracy of the DF model

and the reduced accuracy of the Hilbert transform methods when applied to

broad-banded spectra, the DF model is the recommended method to use on

field data or experimental measurements.555

However, the DF model may be too computationally expensive for large

datasets, and therefore, it is of interest to try and establish a correction fac-

tor that can be easily applied to the linear dispersion results to improve its

wavenumber predictions. The decision to compute a correction factor for the

linear dispersion equation stems from the widespread use of this simple method560

in offshore engineering practice. As the focus of this work is on deep water

waves, the results for the cases where kpd = 4.2 will be employed. The resulting

equation that best fits the ratio between zero-crossing wavenumbers from the

BEM and the estimates from the linear dispersion equation is given as:

kzc
kzc,disp

= aγb + c(Akzc,disp)
2

+ 1. (16)

In Equation (16) kzc is the actual up-crossing (kuc) or down-crossing (kdc)565

wavenumber from the BEM simulations and kzc,disp is the estimate obtained

from the application of the linear dispersion equation to zero-crossings from a

single time trace of the water surface elevation. Similarly, the best fit for the

trough-to-trough wavenumber (ktt) is described by:

ktt
ktt,disp

= aebγ + c(Aktt,disp)
2

+ 1. (17)

In both Equations (16) and (17), the corrections are dependent on the spec-570

tral bandwidth and on the nonlinearity of the wave event, which is given in

terms of Akzc,disp or Aktt,disp, where A is the linear amplitude sum of the fo-

cal event. The value of the coefficients as well as the R2 values of the fits are

presented in Table 2.

It can be seen that both Equations (16) and (17) are ending with a unity575

term. The physical interpretation is that for a linear monochromatic wave
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Table 2: Fitting coefficients for zero down-crossing, up-crossing and trough-to-trough

wavenumber.

Correction
Coefficient

R2

a b c

Down-cross -0.2110 -0.6795 -0.6968 0.9986

Up-cross -0.2085 -0.6850 -1.027 0.9998

Trough-to

-trough
-0.1994 -0.1052 -0.7866 0.9713

(Ak << 0.1 and γ →∞) the correction factor is unity. A comparison between

the empirical corrections and present data is exemplified in Figure 11.

As shown previously, there is a strong dependence on spectral bandwidth

and a weak dependence on steepness. Hence, to estimate the correction factor580

for a given wave event, one needs to know the underlying JONSWAP spectral

bandwidth (approximated by γ) and the steepness. With the use of Equations

(16) and (17) and Table 2 the fitting parameters are obtained and the correction

factor calculated.

Comparing equations (16) and (17), it can be observed that the depen-585

dence on the bandwidth (γ) differs: for the zero-crossings Equation (16) em-

ploys a power function whereas Equation (17) uses an exponential function for

the trough-to-trough wavenumber. This can be explained by examining the

LRWT results presented in Figure 2, which illustrated two different behaviours

due to changes in the spectral bandwidth. The trough-to-trough wavenumber590

rapidly changes with decreasing γ in Figure 2 and hence an exponential func-

tion is required in Equation (17). In contrast, the zero-crossing wavenumber

varies slowly in Figure 2 and therefore a power function is more appropriate in

Equation (16).
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(a) Zero up-crossings

(b) Zero down-crossings

(c) Trough-to-trough

Figure 11: Comparison between BEM data ( © A089d150, � A430d150) and empirical fit

( A089d150, A430d150).
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4.2. Random sea-states595

For practical applications, it is of interest to apply the proposed correction

factor from Section 4.1 to realistic random sea-states. Linear random wave

theory (LRWT) was employed to simulate realistic sea-states using JONSWAP

spectra with a peak period of Tp =12 s, repeat time of 10 240 s and four different

γ values of 1, 2.5, 5 and 10; twenty random seeds were simulated for each peak600

enhancement factor. For each seed, a full zero-crossing analysis was performed

and the waves with the highest 2% of crest elevation were isolated and their

local periods estimated. These local periods were used within the unadjusted

linear dispersion equation to estimate wavenumbers. Furthermore, the spatial

profile for each individual wave was also computed based on LRWT, which605

provides the actual wavenumber values. The relationship between the actual

wavenumber values and the linear dispersion estimates for zero down-crossing,

up-crossing and trough-to-trough are shown in Figure 12. Within these figures,

the sorted and normalised wavenumbers obtained from the spatial profiles are

plotted against the sorted normalised wavenumber estimates obtained from the610

linear dispersion equation. The wavenumbers were normalised by the peak

wavenumber kp. Throughout Figure 12 the black dashed line shows the correct

one-to-one wavenumber relationship. In all panels, increasingly darker shades

of grey correspond to an increase in spectral bandwidth (reduction in γ from 10

to 1).615

It can be observed that the linear dispersion equation gives an overestimate

of the local wavenumber for all three characteristic wavenumbers, regardless of

spectral bandwidth. Furthermore, with increased bandwidth, the linear dis-

persion estimates diverge further from the actual wavenumber. In panel (c) of

Figure 12 the considerable difference between the two broadest spectra simu-620

lated (γ = 1 and 2.5) is consistent with the rapid changes observed in Figure

2 for the trough-to-trough wavenumber in the range 1 6 γ 6 3 . Overall, this

illustrates that the dominant factor is the spectral bandwidth, as all these sim-

ulations are linear and therefore the result is independent of steepness. These

results are consistent with a reduction in the correction factor with decreasing γ625
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(a) Zero down-crossings

(b) Zero up-crossings

(c) Trough-to-trough

Figure 12: Dependence on spectral bandwidth of normalised wavenumbers estimated from

linear dispersion equation. In all panels shows the correct wavenumber relationship

from LRWT simulations while the increasingly darker shades of grey (lighter to darker) show

the estimates from linear dispersion for spectra γ= 10, 5, 2.5 and 1.
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as shown in Figure 11. The theoretical limit of these results was demonstrated

in the work of [32]. They showed that for a Gaussian sea-state the ratio between

the mean zero-crossing wavelength and its equivalent estimated value using lin-

ear dispersion was 0.85 for a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (γ=1) and 0.87 for a

JONSWAP (γ=3.3) spectrum.630

Having shown the relevance of the present findings in random sea-states, the

two empirical correction factors shown in Equations (16) and (17) were tested.

To this end, unidirectional deep water nonlinear random sea-states were gener-

ated using the High-Order Spectral (HOS) model developed by [41] and detailed

in [42]. The choice of the model was driven by its high computational efficiency635

when simulating nonlinear random sea-states. The numerical approach allows a

complete space-time profile of the free surface to be studied in order to obtain

the comparison between the spatial and temporal profiles of large wave events.

The JONSWAP sea-state chosen for these nonlinear simulations had a peak

spectral period of Tp = 14 s and a significant wave height of Hs = 6 m. The640

wavenumber spectra were discretised using 2048 components with the largest

simulated wavenumber component of kmax ≈ 10kp. The nonlinearity of the

results was controlled by an HOS expansion order of M = 4, which is sufficient

for nonlinear deep water waves. This choice of sea-state parameters was shown

in [43] to be within the range of applicability of the HOS model. The steepness645

of the sea-state ensures that limited or no breaking is expected and hence the

velocity potential formulation of the HOS model offers valid results. To control

the spectral bandwidth, two realistic values for γ of 2.5 and 5 were simulated.

To put the practical significance of the present sea-state into context, [44] noted

that Tp = 14 s and Hs = 10 m is representative of the 100-year storm conditions650

in the Southern North Sea.

The length of individual simulations was 110Tp, with the first 10Tp from

each simulation being discarded as it corresponds to the relaxation period from

the implementation of the initialisation scheme of [45]. The duration of an

individual seed ensures that it is smaller than the repeat time of the input655

spectrum. For a given γ value, 150 seeds are simulated in order to reach the
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typical 10−4 exceedance probability of large design waves.

Similar to the analysis of the LRWT simulations, the largest 2% waves from

the each seed of the sea-state were separated by means of a temporal zero-

crossing analysis. For these large wave events the spatial profiles available di-660

rectly from HOS were used to determine the actual wavenumbers. Figure 13

illustrates the comparison between the estimated wavenumbers by means of the

linear dispersion equation and the correct wavenumber values from the HOS

model. The normalising wavenumber kp was used.

The corrections shown in Equations (16) and (17) were then computed. For665

a given γ value, the steepness value needed to estimate the correction was com-

puted for each individual wave event as follows. For a given wave event with a

fully nonlinear crest elevation, the exceedance probability can be computed from

the ensemble crest elevations of all 150 seeds. With this exceedance probabil-

ity and the Hs of the sea-state, a crest elevation prediction can be determined670

from the Rayleigh distribution. Since the Rayleigh distribution is linear, the

crest elevation is equivalent to the linear amplitude sum A of a given large wave

event (a similar technique to obtain equivalent linear amplitude was applied in

[46]). This represents the amplitude A used in equations (16) and (17). The

wavenumber employed in these equations (i.e. kzc,disp or ktt,disp) was computed675

using the time signal and the linear dispersion equation. The corresponding

value of either Akzc,disp or Aktt,disp, for all the selected largest 2% waves is then

used to estimate the corrections from Table 2. The corrected wavenumbers are

illustrated in Figure 13 as grey dots.

Overall, it can be observed in Figure 13 that the proposed correction fac-680

tor improves the accuracy of the estimated wavenumber for large design wave

events, for all three of the typically employed characteristic periods (i.e. zero-

crossings and trough-to-trough). Since the correction factor was determined

from focused waves that represent the most probable shape of large wave events

encountered in the sea, it is expected that this correction factor would per-685

form less well for waves with large exceedance probabilities. Within the range

of applicability of the proposed empirical correction, the predictions agree well
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(a) Zero down-crossing HOS γ = 2.5 (b) Zero down-crossing HOS γ = 5

(c) Zero up-crossings HOS γ = 2.5 (d) Zero up-crossings HOS γ = 5

(e) Trough-to-trough HOS γ = 2.5 (f) Trough-to-trough HOS γ = 5

Figure 13: Relationship between ◦ linear dispersion wavenumber estimates and ac-

tual wavenumber from HOS simulations with Hs = 6 m and Tp = 14 s, together with

empirical correction factor applied to linear dispersion estimates based on Equations

(16) and (17) and Table 2.
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with numerically generated deep-water random data. However, further work is

currently underway to improve the applicability of the empirical corrections so

that accurate wavenumber predictions for all waves within a given sea-state can690

be obtained.

5. Conclusions

The present study has compared the predictions of the wavenumber from

measured surface elevations using a variety of methods. In the context of de-

termining a geometric wave breaking threshold, this is the most subjective step695

in computing characteristic quantities, especially when no spatial information

is available. While a universal geometric parameter that can characterise wave

breaking is not established, the subjective choice of wavenumber is one of the

reasons why there are many inconsistencies between various studies.

The present study has shown that the application of the well known linear700

and fifth-order dispersion equations to nonlinear focused wave groups results

in overestimates of the trough-to-trough and zero-crossing wavenumbers as well

as over predicting the local steepness for deep water waves. For the cases in-

vestigated in this study, overestimates in the range of 30% for highly nonlinear

broad-banded waves were obtained, which are consistent with previous findings705

such as [40]. Therefore, the dispersion equations should not be employed to

determine the wavenumber from measured time-histories of the water surface

elevation in realistic sea-states.

The application of the Hilbert transform to both narrow- and broad-banded

spectra was analysed. The use of the mathematical transform to compute in-710

stantaneous quantities of frequency and wavenumber is an active area of re-

search. The uncertainty in this area stems from the lack of a clear definition of

an instantaneous quantity for broad-banded signals. The results showed that

as the spectral bandwidth of the wave group increases, the wavenumber predic-

tions from the Hilbert transform are less accurate. This behaviour is consistent715

regardless of wave group nonlinearity and spectral peak period and evidence
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has been presented to suggest the Hilbert transform should not be applied to

broad-banded sea-states. Even when applying the Hilbert transform to spa-

tial wave profiles to obtain the most accurate estimates, the prediction in the

broad-banded cases underestimated the actual wavenumber values by 12%. In720

practical applications, the Hilbert transform will be applied to time signals. An

approach to calculate wavenumber estimates from such measurements was also

applied, with results showing similar dependence on the spectral bandwidth.

This methodology was found to overestimate wavenumbers by about 20% com-

pared to actual trough-to-trough values for broad-banded spectra.725

The numerical Double Fourier model of [1] was employed as a method of

computing spatial information from temporal data. This model has been val-

idated and used in studies such as [47] and [37] and proven to offer consistent

results for deep water waves, regardless of wave group nonlinearity, spectral

bandwidth and peak period. For all of the cases in this study, the wavenumber730

predictions from the DF model were accurate to within 2%. This performance

was obtained from just a single measurement location. This proves that the DF

model is a valuable tool for analysing measured time traces of the free surface

and can successfully bridge the gap between the temporal and spatial domain.

It is the recommended method for obtaining accurate geometric features of wave735

events from measured time traces.

When it is infeasible to apply the DF model (for example, due to time

constraints and/or large database), an empirical correction to the linear disper-

sion equation was proposed.The correction has a strong dependence on spec-

tral bandwidth and a weak dependence on nonlinearity. The correction factor740

was shown to provide improvements when determining wavenumber values from

measured time traces for the largest waves within nonlinear deep water unidi-

rectional random sea-states.
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